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Fuzzy logic translates human knowledge for
the driverless control process, by rule bases
and membership input and output functions,
for
tracking
(control)
and
decision
(risk/warning situation) point of view.
This approach is framed in the IMARA [13]
team goals, which are focused on ITS
researches, especially in autonomous driving
systems (Cybercars). In this work, the focus is
the control and decision stages [2]. A new
fuzzy tool able to control the lateral and
longitudinal actions is proposed.
The rest of this work is organized as follows.
In section 2, a summary of some of previous
fuzzy logic approaches, as well the proposed
in this work are presented. Lateral control
tracking and speed reference in traffic light
intersections are described in section 3 and 4.
Section 5 explains the simulations carried out
with RTMaps [15] and ProSiVIC [17]. Finally,
the conclusions and future works are presented
in section 6.

Abstract:
In the context of Intelligent Transportation Systems
(ITS) one of the aims is to reach autonomous vehicle
capabilities based on human driver experiences in
different situations. This problem can be treated from
two points of view: by tracking a reference (curve lines
-lateral control- or speed -longitudinal control-) and by
the decision approach (in specific or dangerous
situations). In this paper, fuzzy logic techniques have
been implemented in real time control tools to translate
human knowledge to driverless control processes,
considering risk/warning situation. A comparison with
previous works (based in classic control laws) for
driving, was carried out in urban areas. Moreover, a new
approach to give the driver, a reference speed when the
vehicle is arriving to a traffic light intersection was
developed. Some simulations show that fuzzy logic
techniques are promising in the development of ITS
applications.
Keywords:
Autonomous Vehicle, Fuzzy Logic Controllers,
Intelligent Transportation Systems, Cybercars, Speed
Control, Lateral Control tracking

1 Introduction

2 Fuzzy logic approach

Autonomous driving is one of the most
expanding topics in the ITS field, because it is
directly beneficial to drivers. For this reason,
different research centres and manufacturers
around the world are working together
developing solutions for driver assistant
systems,
intelligent
infrastructure
and
autonomous vehicles.
Different approaches have been developed in
order to control autonomous vehicles in urban
and highway scenarios. The control of a
dynamic system, as real vehicles, it is not a
simple task because of the complexity of the
system modelling and the tuning process. In
this context, intelligent control techniques
offer powerful methods for the control of
autonomous vehicles [1][7][5].

Fuzzy logic techniques have been widely
implemented in different industrial process in
the last decade [4][12]. For this reason, many
libraries, mainly developed in C++, are easily
found in the literature.
Conventional controllers frequently use
differential equations to describe the system
behavior. Sometimes, this information is
incomplete because some assumptions in the
modeling process. For this reason, fuzzy
controllers are an interesting alternative,
because they use the expert knowledge (in our
case the driver), which can be represented in
natural languages.
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used by the vehicle to achieve a better
increasing, decreasing or maintaining of the
reference (recommended) speed, or even stop
slowly and wait for the next green light or the
next green wave if it is necessary.

Specifically
in
autonomous
driving
applications,
the
experimental
fuzzy
coprocessor, called ORBEX, was used by the
Autopia [14] team in different situations as
follows: lateral and longitudinal control,
overtaking with three vehicles, intersections,
merging, car racing simulations, among others
[6][7][1].
In 2012, this library was updated, improving
its previous performance in terms of
computing time, structure and adding new
membership input and output functions [1].
The goal is to achieve the autonomous driving
of the vehicle using simple sentences defined
in a rule base. Then, it is necessary to define
the input and output membership functions [8].

3 Lateral control tracking
For the fuzzy controller applied to lateral
control, two input variables were considered,
as proposed in [8], the “Heading Error” and
the “Lateral Error”, where:
Heading error: it is the angle between the
vehicle direction and the predetermined
trajectory, measured in radians (Figure 1).
Lateral error: is the deviation of the front of
the vehicle from that same predefined route
(Figure 1).

2.1 Real time implementation
Regarding to real time simulations, two
algorithms were developed in different
situations (lateral control and longitudinal
speed reference), using RTMaps and Microsoft
Visual Studio [16] softwares.
RTMaps is a multitasking environment that
allows embedded systems and its applications
to interact with multi-task processes. It has a
user-friendly graphical interface where
different modules can be connected for real
time applications [10]. Some modules are
predefined or programmed in C++ with
Microsoft Visual Studio.
In this work, two modules based on fuzzy
logic libraries were created. One of them was
developed in order to compare the classic
controller of a previous work with a fuzzy
controller to improve the lateral control
tracking presented in [2]. Moreover, another
module to warn speed references at
intersections with traffic lights was proposed.
The idea was that the vehicle is able to know
at which speed it must travel to avoid abrupt
braking and save fuel.
V2I (Vehicle to Infrastructure) communications are considered in this last module. This
allows the vehicle to know the position of the
infrastructure and the traffic light time (time to
red and time to green) up to 200 meters before
arriving to the intersection. This information is

Deviation

Lateral error

Line of
trajectory
Heading error

Figure 1– Input variables for the fuzzy
controller.
Figure 1 shows the input variables. The
surface control is showed in Figure 2.
Moreover, the curvature is also considered in
control law, as proposed in [2]. This variable is
calculated in each segment of the path. Then,
the output of the fuzzy controller is added at
the end of the defuzzification process.
The rules used in the lateral steering control
are described as follows [8]:
IF Lat_error Right THEN Steer_Pos Left
IF Lat_error Center THEN Steer_Pos Center
IF Lat_error Left THEN Steer_Pos Right
IF Head_ error Right THEN Steer_Pos Left
IF Head_error Center THEN Steer_Pos
Center
IF Head_error Left THEN Steer_Pos Right
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Red

The Steering Position is the output variable of
the controller and has three singletons (Left
(0.5), Right (-0.5) and Center (0)). Each
singleton represents the basic positions of the
steering wheel.
The inference method (center-of-area method)
uses each output variable according to each
linguistic label, as proposed in [5]. The fuzzy
controller allows to write the rules in an almost
natural language, so if the controller read that
the vehicle is coming out of the path, it orders
the vehicle to steer in the opposite direction.
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4 Speed reference in traffic light
intersections

Two variables are used for the traffic light
(Red and Green), where each has defined two
membership functions completely symmetrical
covering all the possible inputs. In this
application the time cycle of the lights are 30
seconds for green and 20 seconds for red. The
values of input membership functions were
defined considering these times.
The reason to use two different variables for
green light and red light is that the algorithm
considers them as two principal cases; this
approach is based on the scenarios described
in [9], as follows:

For this application it was necessary to use
three input variables, which are the traffic light
times, red light, green light and the distance to
interception (DTI) (Figure 3).

Figure 3 – Input variables for the speed
reference fuzzy controller

-

Figure 4 and Figure 5 shows the membership
functions for each input variable.
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Scenario 1: maintain speed
Scenario 2: accelerate and overtake
Scenario 3: reduce speed and overtake
Scenario 4: brake and wait for the next
green
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environment with ProSiVIC (Connected to the
RTMaps modules). This software offers a
multisensory platform and provides the
possibility to work with different parameters
of a real vehicle, such as longitudinal and
lateral speeds, steering wheel response, pitch,
and roll and yaw angles, weather conditions,
and friction coefficients, among others. [2]
The
ProSiVIC
platform
allows
synchronization of many variables. Among
these are camera viewports, steering position,
simulation time and acceleration.

The DTI membership function (Figure 5) gives
more weight to the distance when the vehicle
is closer at the intersection. In this situation,
the vehicle can be inside the “short” or the
“middle” label, because in these cases the
response has to be faster than in the case
where the vehicle is in the “long” label.
The cross rule base, based on driver
knowledge when is arriving to an intersection,
is defined as follows:
IF Green Begin AND DTI Short THEN Acc MidAcc
IF Green Begin AND DTI Midle THEN Acc Acc
IF Green Begin AND DTI Long THEN Acc Keep
IF Green Finish AND DTI Short THEN Acc Brake
IF Green Finish AND DTI Midle THEN Acc MidBrake
IF Green Finish AND DTI Long THEN Acc Keep

5.2 Lateral Control Tracking Validation
Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the results
regarding the fuzzy and classic controller.
Specifically, Figure 6 shows the superposition
of the lateral and heading error for each
control. The heading errors graphic is similar
for both controllers, because values of
maximum deviation in the turning inside the
roundabout are approximately 0.3 rad.
However the most important behaviour in this
graphic is the lateral error result, where the
difference is actually remarkable, since the
maximum lateral error introduced with the
fuzzy controller is only the 10% of the error
obtained with the classic control.
It should be noted that this test was made
considering the same scenario and conditions,
with low speed (no more than 30 km/h) and
simulated in a roundabout.

IF Red Begin AND DTI Short THEN Acc Brake
IF Red Begin AND DTI Midle THEN Acc MidBrake
IF Red Begin AND DTI Long THEN Acc BrakeFew
IF Red Finish AND DTI Short THEN Acc Few
IF Red Finish AND DTI Midle THEN Acc Few
IF Red Finish AND DTI Long THEN Acc Keep

Here the inference method is the same as
proposed in [5][8]. The singletons represent
accelerations and decelerations, selected to
improve the drivers comfort and avoid abrupt
velocity changes [11].
To obtain the reference speed, two equations,
based on the uniformly accelerated rectilinear
motion, were used. The first equation is used
for accelerate/maintain, and the other for
decrease/break (Eq.1 and Eq. 2).

Lateral Error [meters] and Heading Error [radians]

Superposition of Errors in Classic and Fuzzy Controllers

V = at + Vo

(1)

V = sqrt(2da) (2)
“Vo” is the initial speed at the first iteration,
and then it is the current speed; “d” is the DTI
variable; “t” is the time to interception; and
“a” is the acceleration given by the controller.
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5 Experimentation and results

Figure 6 – Lateral and heading errors for
classic and fuzzy controllers

5.1 ProSiVIC and RTMaps
In the Figure 7 the steering output result for
both controllers are shown. It can be
appreciated that the decision in both

The algorithms for both applications were
tested and validated in a virtual simulation
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controllers are similar. The difference is at the
beginning, where the fuzzy control is more
drastic, but in the roundabout the fuzzy
response looks more stable than the “Steering
with the classic controller” response. In
general the peak values are the same, but this
was an expected behavior, after all the
difference between lateral errors is only 0.18
m.

Variables and Results for The Speed Reference Tool
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Figure 8 – Speed reference tool variable
behaviors for the intersection problem in long
distance
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5.3 Speed Reference Tool Validation
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Figure 9 – Speed reference tool performance
for long distance (126m)

For this experiment, several parameters have
to be shown, e.g.: distance to interception,
traffic light time, time to interception and
current speed.
Here two simulations were performed; one for
long distance (126m) and one for short
distance (22m), in order to evaluate the fuzzy
controller speed reaction.
Figure 8 shows how the parameters move
when the vehicle is approaching the
intersection. The distance to interception
decreases, and the time to intersection is
directly proportional to the current speed. In
Figure 9, the controllers response with the
traffic lights (dotted lines) can be appreciated.
In this figure the real speed represents the
decision taken by the driver. The purple and
blue lines are the recommended speed given
by the tool with the fuzzy and classic
controller, respectively.

Variables and Results for The Speed Reference Tool
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Figure 10 – Speed reference tool performance
for the intersection problem in short distance
Figure 10 and Figure 11 the same experiment
was done, but with a shorter distance. The
results for both controllers were similar. The
difference was the simplicity in the tuning
process of the fuzzy controller.
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Speed Reference Tool Performance
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Figure 11 – Speed reference tool performance
for short distance (22m)

[6]

[7]

Figure 11 shows the current and recommended
speed. The first one doesn’t follow exactly the
recommended by the module; this is due to the
lack of capacity in the graphic card for the
simulation software (ProSiVIC) in our
computer, thereby altering the different
variables. However, this behavior is useful,
because the controller does responds to
inaccurate speed inputs, analogous to a real
vehicle driver behavior.

[8]

[9]

[10]
[11]

6 Conclusions and future works

[12]

This work describes two ways to use fuzzy
logic techniques to improve vehicle
maneuvers. The behavior of a human driver
was emulated, both cases: steering wheel and a
reference longitudinal speed in traffic lights
intersections.
These controllers worked very well, even
exceeded expectations, improving previous
works, and giving an easy way to translate
human knowledge in the driving process. For
future works other algorithms based on neurofuzzy systems will be considered, which are
able to learn from a human driver.

[13]
[14]
[15]
[16]
[17]
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